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Abstract
It has been suggested that criminogenic thinking is likely to be a correlate of gambling. The
primary aim of the current study was to assess whether gamblers and non-gamblers differ on measures of cognitive control and criminogenic cognitions. The secondary aim was
to assess the association between cognitive control and criminogenic cognitions amongst
gamblers and non-gamblers. The sample included 159 male participants (78 gamblers and
81 non-gamblers) with an age range from 15 to 25 years (M = 20.07, SD = 2.77), recruited
from different snooker clubs in Lahore, Pakistan. Participants were individually administered color word interference test (CWIT) taken from Delis Kaplan executive function
system, Lie Bet Questionnaire, and Criminogenic Cognition Scale in order to assess cognitive control, gambling, and criminogenic thinking patterns respectively. Raw scores of
completion time and number of errors on four conditions of CWIT were taken as the measures of cognitive control. Results from repeated measure ANOVA indicated that gamblers
committed significantly more errors on cognitive control measure and scored significantly
higher on two criminogenic cognition subscales including notion of entitlement and insensitivity to the impact of crime. Furthermore, age and education were also found to be significant covariates of specific criminogenic cognitions and cognitive control respectively.
Results from correlational analyses showed that error measure, but not the time measure,
of cognitive control was significantly and positively correlated with short term orientation,
notion of entitlement, negative attitude toward authority, and insensitivity to the impact of
crime. Implications of the findings are suggested along with future directions.
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Introduction
In literature, neuropsychological factors and cognitive distortions are described to be
the most consistent correlates of violent, criminal, and gambling behavior among a variety of samples taken from correctional, forensic, and psychiatric settings (e.g., Goudriaan et al. 2014; Lipsey et al. 2001; Raine 2002a, b). Several theories, including social
information processing theory, and research support that cognitive distortions are predictors of delinquent, violent, criminal, and gambling behaviors (e.g.,Crick and Dodge
1994; Larden et al. 2006; Lipsey et al. 2001; MacLaren et al. 2015). Cognitive distortions are defined as incorrect or biased perceptions and interpretations of the situations
or the events (Barriga et al. 2001) that can take on many forms including self-serving
thinking, misinterpretation of social cues, deficient moral reasoning, minimization, or
misattribution of blame.
Recently, research from criminological and psychological fields has suggested that
criminogenic thinking, a specific form of cognitive distortions, is likely to be a correlate of
gambling, crime, and recidivism (e.g., Tangney et al. 2012). On the other hand, despite its
rapidly expanding influence in the field of criminology and psychology, neuropsychology
has been comparatively absent in the literature in relation to criminal thinking patterns.

Cognitive Control in Gamblers
Decreased cognitive control is described to be a critical feature of pathological gambling
(American Psychiatric Association 2013). Instead of considering cognitive control a unitary process, it can be conceptualized as comprising several cognitive sub-processes such
as response inhibition (the ability to inhibit a well-developed or automatic response in favor
of a novel response), conflict monitoring (the ability to ignore irrelevant, interfering stimuli
during information processing), and cognitive flexibility (to switch from one strategy to
another in the context of new contingencies), all of which are said to play crucial roles in
gambling (e.g., Gläscher et al. 2012; Goudriaan et al. 2006).
Furthermore, inhibition and conflict monitoring play critical roles in goal-oriented
behaviors (Nigg 2000). Problems in inhibition and conflict monitoring are reported to be
significantly associated with difficulties in controlling gambling behaviors (e.g., Goudriaan
et al. 2006). Additionally, pathological gamblers have been found showing impaired performance on tasks assessing reward based cognitive inflexibilities (Boog et al. 2014). Adult
gambling studies also report impaired performance on tasks related to inhibition, time estimation, planning, conflict monitoring, and cognitive flexibility in pathological gamblers as
compared to non-gamblers (e.g., Goudriaan et al. 2006; Potenza 2014).
As a component of executive functions, cognitive control is sub served by the prefrontal cortex (e.g., Blakemore and Choudhury 2006). Findings from neuroimaging studies
indicate that impaired functioning of prefrontal cortex may weaken cognitive control by
disrupting response inhibition, decision making, cognitive flexibility, and by increasing
impulsivity (de Ruiter et al. 2012; Ridderinkhof et al. 2004; Tanabe et al. 2007). Many
studies have reported that gamblers show deficits in performance on tasks requiring prefrontal cortex involvement, such as the Wisconsin card sorting test, which involves set
shifting and cognitive flexibility, as well as the Stroop color word test, which assesses inhibition (e.g., Boyer and Dickerson 2003). But majority of the previous literature is based
on samples of pathological gamblers taken from Western countries and from correctional,
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clinical, and incarcerated settings with no study available on community residing at risk
gamblers from South Asian region.
Moreover, review studies suggest studying interaction of cognitive control with subjective factors in predicting gambling behavior (e.g., Goschke and Bolte 2014; Potenza 2014).
Available data shows that cognitive control, though appears in primary form in early years
of life, however, keeps on refining all the way through adolescence and may be till early
adulthood (e.g., Luna et al. 2010). Also, low levels of education are reported to be related
with poor performance on the Stroop color word test (e.g., Van der Elst et al. 2006). Therefore, the first objective of the study was to assess cognitive control and its interaction with
age and education among community residing adolescent and early adult gamblers and
non-gamblers.

Criminogenic Cognitions in Gamblers
Crime rates are relatively high among gamblers as compared to non-gambling populations
as found in many studies carried across different cultures s (e.g., Abbott et al. 2005; Turner
et al. 2009). Moreover, literature reports that gambling is linked with different crimes
including fraud, stealing, robbery, violence, breaking laws etc. (e.g., Blaszczynski et al.
1989), however, it is generally reported that compared to non-problem gamblers, severe
problem gamblers are significantly more likely to commit income producing offences and
property related crimes, such as theft and robbery.
Findings from criminological and social psychological literature highlight criminogenic
thinking patterns to be the correlate of unlawful and antisocial activities. Despite the careful literature review, the researchers could not find any study assessing criminogenic thinking patterns among gamblers. However, some related literature does indicate specific forms
of cognitive distortions amongst gamblers including short term orientation (Hodgins and
Engel 2002), insensitivity to consequences (Ciccarelli et al. 2016), sense of entitlement
(Blanca et al. 2017), and impulsivity or disinhibition (Alessi and Petry 2003). Therefore,
based on empirical evidence for identification of specific cognitive distortions among gamblers, the study aims at assessing the specific criminogenic cognition styles among gamblers and non-gamblers and how they co vary with subjective factors (Objective 1B). Furthermore, the current study focuses on age and education as covariates of criminogenic
cognitions. Earlier literature reports a moderate negative correlation between age and criminogenic cognitions i.e., in accordance with the ‘age crime curve’, the possibility to commit
a crime decreases with the increasing age from adolescence to adulthood (Tangney et al.
2012). Moreover, previous studies describe age and education to be the negative correlates
of criminogenic cognitions (e.g., Mandracchia and Morgan 2012; Tangney et al. 2012).
Individuals with higher educational levels are able to develop more logical and mature cognitive schemas which help achieve goals more successfully (Gomez-Perez and OstroskySolis 2006).

Cognitive Control and Criminogenic Cognitions
During the past two decades, literature on neuropsychology has been increasing rapidly
and the intensive research has led to the general acceptance of neurocognitive variables
as valuable factors for understanding psychopathic, antisocial, and criminal cognitions
and behaviors (Moffitt 1990; Raine 2002a, b). Despite the expanding influence of neuropsychology in the field of criminology and social psychology in relation to violent and
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criminal behavior, the literature in relation to criminal thinking patterns has been limited.
Although the literature on this specific area is scarce, it seems reasonable to assume that
specific neuropsychological factor such as cognitive control can predict specific forms of
cognitive distortions such as rationalization and justification, short term orientation, displacement of responsibility, insensitivity to the consequences that may in turn contribute
to violent, offending, and criminal behavior. As a component of executive functions, cognitive control performs the key job of inhibiting aggressive, violent, and criminal behavior,
and promoting adjustment ability. Cognitive inflexibility can lead to crime because it may
impair the ability to seek alternate explanations of the problem situation and to anticipate
potential outcomes of the deviant behavior (Ostrosky and Ardila 2017).
Moreover, no published studies are readily available that address cognitive control in
relation to criminogenic thinking patterns, thus, related literature was examined. Related
literature indicates that reduced prefrontal gray matter, reduced prefrontal functioning, and
resulting deficits of inhibition, cognitive flexibility, and the ability to predict future consequences are found among psychopathic and antisocial individuals (Mahmut et al. 2008;
Raine et al. 2000; Yang and Raine 2009) and among reactive offenders (Broomhall 2005).
Tangney et al. (2012) have found a positive link between ratings on criminogenic cognition
subscales and self-reported aggression, tendency to show violent behavior, antisocial personality disorder, and psychopathy.
Theories such as social learning theory and Bandura’s model of moral disengagement
(Bandura 1999) propose that moral reasoning, learned through socialization process, is
translated into humane conduct through self-regulatory mechanisms that are embedded in
moral standards. The moral self is thus entrenched in a broader self-concept comprising
self-organizing, self-reflective, and self-regulatory mechanisms.
From the studies mentioned above, it is clear that both the cognitive control (conflict
monitoring, cognitive flexibility, and inhibition) and the criminogenic cognitions are independently associated with offending or antisocial behavior. According to these findings
we can propose that there might be a negative correlation between cognitive control and
criminogenic cognitions, that is, the lower levels of cognitive control are proposed to be
associated with the higher levels of criminogenic cognitions or vice versa. Considering this
significant lapse in literature, the current study provides a potential avenue to assess the
link between cognitive control and criminogenic cognitions.
Most of the earlier studies on the link between neurocognitive factors and psychopathy, crime, and deviance have used adult samples (e.g., Broomhall 2005) with a very little research using adolescent samples. This is a significant omission in literature given
research supporting the idea that neuropsychological functions mature till late adolescence
or early adulthood (Luna et al. 2010), and that criminogenic thinking patterns may emerge
in childhood but mature and become a personality trait during late adolescence (Gonzalez
et al. 2014). Notably, cognitive control abilities, and the prefrontal cortex which subserves
them, remain relatively immature into and through adolescence (Luna et al. 2010). As a
result, adolescents may face difficulties regulating their thought processes and impulsive
behaviors, placing them at increased risk for criminal thinking patterns and violent and
criminal behavior. A secondary objective of the current study was to address the significant
laps in literature by assessing cognitive control in relation to criminogenic cognitive styles
among a normative sample of adolescent and early adult gamblers and non-gamblers.
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The Current Study
It is established that pathological gamblers show deficits on measures of neuropsychological functioning including cognitive control. Therefore, to prevent gambling, it would be
important to assess factors associated with gambling among at risk gamblers given the
data showing increasing rates of gambling in upcoming years (e.g., Delfabbro et al. 2016).
Hence, the study aims at assessing differences in cognitive control among a normative
sample of at risk gamblers and non-gamblers from a South Asian region (Hypothesis 1A).
Evidence from rare but diverse studies pinpoint the presence of some forms of cognitive
distortions among gamblers. But none of the earlier studies tried to assess criminogenic
thinking patterns among gamblers compared to non-gamblers. Therefore, the study hypothesizes that gamblers would score higher on specific criminogenic cognition subscales as
compared to non-gamblers (hypothesis 2B). A second aim of this study was to assess the
association between cognitive control and specific criminogenic cognitions among gamblers and non-gamblers (Hypothesis 2). For this purpose, the current study assesses five
specific forms of criminogenic cognitions: short term orientation, notion of entitlement,
failure to accept responsibility, negative attitude toward authority, and insensitivity to the
impact of crime.

Method
Sample
The sample was recruited from different snooker1 clubs of Lahore (a cosmopolitan and
the second biggest city of Pakistan and the fifth biggest city of South Asia with about 10
million inhabitants from diverse backgrounds). Inclusion criteria for participants were as
follows: habitual snooker players, males, in age range between 15 and 25 years, and those
who could read and write. Exclusion criteria included a history of brain injury, any personal or family history of neuropsychological disorder.
On the whole, 235 participants were contacted from 10 snooker clubs, but the data
could not be obtained from all participants due to various reasons: either participants did
not meet inclusion criteria, did not volunteer for research, or did not complete all study
measures. The final sample included 159 participants in age range from 15 to 25 years (M
age = 20.07, SD = 2.77). Out of total 159 participants, 78 reported themselves to be gamblers and 81 reported non-gamblers on the Lie Bet scale. Demographic characteristics of
the sample are presented in Table 1.

1
Snooker is a type of billiard which originated among British Army officers in India during nineteenth
century. It uses 22 balls; players must strike the white ball (or "cue ball") to pot the remaining balls in
the correct sequence, accumulating points for each pot. A game is won by the player who scores the most
points. Habitual snooker players are those who usually or often play the game.
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Table 1  Demographic characteristics of the sample
Variables
Age
Education
Socio-economic status

Marital status
History of smoking
History of alcohol and drug use
History of criminal behavior
Family history of gambling

Gamblers (n = 78)

Non gamblers (n = 81)

Full sample (n = 159)

Mean (SD)/f

Mean (SD)/f

Mean (SD)/f

19.96 (2.83)

11.01 (2.92)
Low = 2
Middle = 71
High = 5
Married = 6
Unmarried = 72
Yes = 11, No = 67
Yes = 10, No = 68
Yes = 14, No = 64
Yes = 31, No = 74

20.16 (2.70)

11.38 (2.79)
Low = 1
Middle = 73
High = 8
Married = 8
Unmarried = 73
Yes = 9, No = 72
Yes = 7, No = 74
Yes = 6, No = 75
Yes = 16, No = 65

20.07 (2.77)

11.20 (2.88)
Low = 3
Middle = 144
High = 13
Married = 14
Unmarried = 145
Yes = 20, No = 139
Yes = 17, No = 142
Yes = 20, No = 139
Yes = 47, No = 139

Bold values are means and standard deviations; regular values are frequencies

Study Measures
The Demographic Sheet
A demographic sheet was formulated to collect demographic information including age,
education, marital status, perceived socioeconomic status, smoking, alcohol and drug use,
and crime history etc.

DKEFS Color‑Word Interference Test (Delis et al. 2001)
DKEFS color word interference test assesses cognitive control in 4 conditions. First two
conditions assess basic cognitive functions in visual, perceptual, and linguistic domains.
Conditions 3 and 4 assess higher executive functions of cognitive control by assessing inhibition, conflict monitoring, and cognitive switching. Completion time and number of errors
on each condition were taken as two response measures of cognitive control. Combined
completion time and combined number of errors on condition 1 and 2 were considered as
two measures of basic cognitive functions; and combined completion time and combined
number of errors on conditions 3 and 4 were taken as two measures of executive cognitive
control. Composite completion time and composite number of errors on all four conditions were taken as two measures of cognitive control after taken into account underlying
basic cognitive abilities. Less completion time (in seconds) and the fewer number of errors
indicated the better cognitive control. Psychometric properties of the scale have been established (Delis et al. 2001).

Criminogenic Cognitions Scale (Tangney et al. 2012)
The scale, consisting of 25 items, assesses the levels of criminal thinking patterns of the
subject. Items on the scale are rated on a 4-point response format, ranging from 1(strongly
disagree) to 4 (strongly agree). The scale assesses 5 aspects of criminogenic cognitions
namely: short-term orientation, notions of entitlement, failure to accept responsibility,
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negative attitude towards authority, and insensitivity to the impact of crime. Scores on
items related to each subscale are added to form a composite score for each subscale, with
a higher score representing a higher level of criminogenic thinking relevant to each particular domain. Psychometric properties of the scale have been reported to be good (Tangney
et al. 2012).
The current study used the Urdu version of the scale (Jamil and Fatima 2018). Coefficients of internal consistency for five domains as reported in the current study were good
(from .57 to .80).

Lie/Bet Questionnaire (Johnson et al. 1997)
Based on DSM-IV’s diagnostic criteria of gambling behavior, this scale assesses gambling behavior using two items: (1) Have you ever had to lie to people important to you
about how much you gambled?; and (2) Have you ever felt the need to bet more and more
money? Items are scored either ‘yes’ or ‘no’. The response of ‘yes’ to any one or both items
indicates the tendency of gambling; while ‘no’ response on both items indicates no tendency of gambling behavior. The internal consistency of this two-item scale as found in the
current study was essential and ultimately, useful to the study (.69).

Procedure
After obtaining approval from the Departmental Research Review Committee, COMSATS
University, Lahore, the researchers approached owners/managers of different snooker clubs
who were briefed about the study. Finally, participants were contacted and informed about
the study and their potential to participate as well as their freedom to withdraw at any time,
if they opted to do so. They were assured of confidentiality of their responses and requested
to provide genuine responses. Data collection was completed in two phases: in one phase,
they were administered the lie-bet and the criminogenic cognitions scales, and in the other
phase, they were assessed on 4 conditions of DKEFS CWIT. The order of scales was counterbalanced across subjects to balance any effect due to order. Generally, the participants
reported that although the 3rd and 4th conditions of CWIT were difficult, they overall
enjoyed their participation. The participants were cordially thanked for their cooperation
and interest in the study.

Data Analysis Strategy
Considering that the DKEFS color word interference test was developed and normed on
a different culture, and evidently, different cultural norms are not applicable to Pakistani
population, the raw scores (completion time and number of errors) on this test were used
in data analyses. Combined raw scores for underlying basic cognitive abilities (condition 1
and 2), and for executive ability of cognitive control (condition 3 and 4) were calculated
for each completion time and error measures separately. Combined raw scores for all four
conditions were also calculated as a measure of cognitive control after taking into account
underlying basic cognitive abilities.
Descriptive statistics were calculated for cognitive control measures and criminogenic
cognitions. Inter scale correlations were calculated between five subscales of criminogenic cognitions. Then, data analysis proceeded in three ways. First, a repeated measure
ANOVA was calculated for each, the completion time measure and the error measure, to
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Table 2  Descriptive statistics and inter scale correlation between cognitive control measures
Cognitive control variables
1

Basic Cog. T

2

ECog Con. T

3

Basic Cog. E

4

ECog Con. E

5

Com. T

6

Com. E

M
59.31

55.28
119.98
115.75
2.98
2.26
18.57
10.18
179.29
171.03
21.55
12.44

SD

2

3

4

5

6

11.02

.55***

.62***

.36***

.78***

.44***

–

.36***

.16*

.95***

.21**

–

.47***

.49***

.62***

–

.25**

.98***

–

.32***

10.37
22.89
21.32
2.70
2.54
13.86
8.76
32.89
27.95
15.40
10.02

–

Bold values are descriptive statistics of non-gamblers and unbold values are descriptive statistics of gamblers; inter-scale correlation is shown for whole sample
Basic Cog. T basic cognitive ability (combined time on condition 1 and 2); ECogCon. T executive cognitive control (combined time on condition 3 and 4); Basic Cog. E basic cognitive ability (combined number
of errors on condition 1 and 2); ECogCon. E executive cognitive control (combined number of errors on
condition 3 and 4); Com. T composite time on 4 conditions; Com. E composite number of errors on four
conditions
*p < .05, **p < .005, **p < .001

examine within subject differences across two levels of cognitive control (basic cognitive
ability and executive cognitive control) and between group differences in cognitive control
across gamblers and non-gamblers, using age and education as covariates of cognitive control (hypothesis 1A). Second, the same approach to repeated measure ANOVA was conducted to assess within subject differences across five criminogenic cognition domains and
between group differences in criminogenic cognitions across gamblers and non gambles,
using age and education as covariates of criminogenic cognitions (hypothesis 1B). Finally,
Pearson correlation coefficients were calculated to assess relationship between cognitive
control measures and criminogenic cognitions (hypothesis 2).

Results
Table 2 presents descriptive statistics for completion time and error measures of cognitive
control. Inter scale correlation between all cognitive control measures is significant indicating that all measures are representing the same underlying construct of cognitive control.
Table 3 presents descriptive statistics and reliability coefficients of criminogenic cognition subscales. Reliability coefficients for criminogenic cognition subscales are fairly good
supporting the internal consistency of the measures. Correlations of subscale scores with a
composite score were good and statistically significant. Inter scale correlations were from
moderate to low (.44–.11). The pattern of correlations suggests commonality but also versatility of domains in assessing a variety of criminogenic cognitions.
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Table 3  Descriptive statistics and inter scale correlations between criminogenic cognition subscales
Variables

M

SD

α

STO

NOE

FAR

NATA

IIC

CCCom

STO

11.90

2.61

.67

–

.23**

.20*

.19*

.38**

.62***

–

.27**

.11

.46**

.63***

–

.19*

.29**

.65***

–

.12

.24**

–

.71***

NOE
FAR
NATA
IIC
CC Com

12.07
13.27
12.49
11.67
11.27
13.23
13.51
12.35
11.41
62.02
61.25

2.76
2.24
2.16
2.36
2.57
2.37
2.43
2.39
2.32
6.84
7.31

.68
.70
.69
.64
.79

–

Bold values are descriptive statistics of non-gamblers and unbold values are descriptive statistics of gamblers; inter-scale correlation is shown for whole sample
STO short term orientation; NOE notions of entitlement; FAR failure to accept responsibility; NATA negative attitude toward authority; IIC insensitivity to impact of crime; CCCom criminogenic cognitions composite
*p < .05, **p < .005, **p < .001

Differences in Cognitive Control Amongst Gamblers and Non‑gamblers Using Age
and Education as Covariates
Completion Time
Completion time raw scores were analyzed using a 2 × 2 way ANOVA with cognitive control (2 levels: basic cognitive ability and executive cognitive control) as a within subject
factor and gambling (2 levels: gamblers and non gamblers) as a between subject factor. Age
and education as continuous variables were co varied in the analyses. After meeting the
sphericity assumption from a non-significant Chi Square value, the main effect of cognitive
control conditions was significant [F (1, 157) = 15.83, p < .001, η = .09], with greater completion time in executive cognitive control (M = 118.22, SE = 1.72) than in basic cognitive
ability condition (M = 57.80, SE = .80).
The main effect of gamblers [F (1, 157) = .21, p > .05] was not significant indicating
no significant difference in mean completion time amongst gamblers and non-gamblers.
Education, but not the age, was a significant covariate [F (1, 157) = 10.48, p < .005, η = .06]
with low educated participants taking more completion time as compared to highly educated participants. Results showed no significant interaction of gambling, age, or education
with completion time.

Number of Errors
A repeated measure 2 × 2 way ANOVA was calculated to assess with in subject differences in number of errors made at two levels of cognitive control (basic cognitive
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abilities and executive cognitive control) and between group differences in gambling (2
levels: gamblers and non gamblers). Age and education as continuous variables were
co-varied in the analyses. After meeting sphericity assumption from non-significant
Chi Square value, the main effect of within subject conditions was significant for number of errors [F (1, 156) = 23.96, p < .001, η = .13], with greater number of errors in
executive cognitive control condition (M = 13.92, SE = .87) than in basic cognitive
ability condition (M = 2.52, SE = .20).
The between subject effect of gamblers [F (1, 156) = 9.56, p < .005, η = .06] was
significant, with higher mean error score committed by gamblers (M = 9.83, SE = .72)
than by non-gamblers (M = 6.62, SE = .70). Additionally, education alone was a significant covariate of accuracy measure of cognitive control [F (1, 156) = 13.43, p < .001,
η = .08], with highly educated participants committing fewer errors than low educated
participants. Furthermore, results showed significant interaction of gambling [F (1,
156) = 10.57, p < .005, η = .06] and education [F (1, 156) = 7.62, p < .01, η = .05] with
cognitive control conditions. Descriptive statistics showed that gamblers committed
more errors in executive cognitive control condition (M = 16.94, SE = 1.29) compared
to non-gamblers (M = 10.91, SE = 1.26).

Differences in Criminogenic Cognitions Amongst Gamblers and Non‑gamblers
Using Age and Education as Covariates
A repeated measure 5 × 2 way ANOVA was conducted to examine individual differences across 5 levels of criminogenic cognitions (short-term orientation, notions of
entitlement, failure to accept responsibility, negative attitude toward authority and
insensitivity to impact of crime) and between group differences in gambling (2 levels: gamblers andnon gamblers) using age and education as covariates. After considering the sphericity of the data, the main effect of criminogenic cognitions was significant [F (4, 155) = 5.06, p < .01, η = .03], with higher scores on short term orientation
(M = 12.15, SD = .19), notions of entitlement (M = 12.87, SD = .16), and negative attitude toward authority (M = 13.40, SD = .17) subscales than on failure to accept responsibility (M = 11.40, SD = .19) and insensitivity to the impact of crime (M = 11.79,
SD = .18) subscales.
Analysis of between group differences revealed no significant main effect of gambling [F (1, 155) = 1.25, p > .05]. However, results showed a significant interaction of
gambling with criminogenic cognition subscales [F (4, 155) = 2.42, p < .05, η = .02] with
gamblers scoring significantly higher on notion of entitlement (M = 13.36, SD = 2.16)
and insensitivity to the impact of crime (M = 12.26, SD = 2.33) as compared to nongamblers (M = 12.38, SD = 2.08 and M = 11.33, SD = 2.28 respectively).
Additionally, education, but not age, was a significant covariate in the analyses [F
(4, 155) = 4.40, p < .05, η = .03] with low educated participants scoring higher on all
criminogenic cognition subscales. However, results showed a significant interaction
of age [F (1, 155) = 5.25, p < .001, η = .02] with scores on criminogenic cognition
subscales. When categorized into late adolescents (age 15–20 years) and early adults
(age 21–25 years), late adolescents showed significantly higher scores on failure to
accept responsibility and negative attitude toward authority (M = 11.81, SD = 2.36 and
M = 14.02, SD = 2.25) as compared to early adults (M = 10.79, SD = 2.53 and M = 13.00,
SD = 2.07).
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Table 4  Correlations of age, education, and cognitive control with criminogenic cognition subscales
CCT
Age
Education
CCT
CCE

CCE

STO

NOE
− .12

.01

− .21**

− .13

− .25**

− .42***

− .12
− .27**
.14
.06
.26**
.28***

FAR

NATA

− .28***

− .26***

− .26**
.04
.01

.10
.04
.19*

IIC

CCCom

− .09

− .13

− .15
− .24**
.12
.14
.34***
.25**

CCTcomposite cognitive control time measure; CCE composite cognitive control error measure; STO short
term orientation; NOE notions of entitlement; FAR failure to accept responsibility; NATAnegative attitude
toward authority; IIC insensitivity to impact of crime; CCCom criminogenic cognitions composite
*p < .05, **p < .005, **p < .001

Association Between Cognitive Control and Criminogenic Cognitions
Pearson correlation coefficients were calculated between cognitive control measures and
criminogenic cognition subscales (see Table 4). Notably, when separate correlation coefficients were calculated for gamblers and non-gamblers, the pattern of correlations was
same as for the whole sample; only weak correlations became insignificant due to reduced
sample size. Therefore, correlation coefficients were calculated for the whole sample. The
results showed that the error measure of cognitive control was significantly correlated with
four criminogenic cognition subscales including short-term orientation (r = .26, p < .005),
notions of entitlement (r = .28, p < .001), insensitivity to impact of crime (r = .34, p < .001),
negative attitude toward authority (r = .19, p < .05) and with a composite CCS score
(r = .25, p < .005) indicating poor cognitive control is related to higher criminogenic thinking in these domains. However, time measure of cognitive control was not significantly
correlated with any of the criminogenic cognition subscales.

Discussion
Cognitive Control Differences Between Gamblers and Non‑gamblers Using Age
and Education as Covariates
The results from the error measure of cognitive control indicated that gamblers showed
significantly poor cognitive control compared to non-gamblers. The current findings are
consistent with many previous studies including neuroimaging studies, which indicate poor
cognitive control and impaired functioning in prefrontal cortex areas controlling cognitive
control among Western samples of pathological gamblers compared to non-gamblers (e.g.,
Potenza 2014). However, no significant differences were observed on the time measure
of cognitive control. Two reasons may explain the null result for the time measure: first,
may be because of their inability to wait longer to complete the task and due to their short
term orientation, gamblers tried to complete the task quickly, and in their effort to quickly
achieve the goal of task completion they made more errors compared to non-gamblers.
Second, the current study uses a sample of community residing at risk gamblers who were
regular players of snooker instead of any psychiatric, clinical, or incarcerated sample of
pathological gamblers.
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Additionally, the results indicated that highly educated participants including gamblers
and non-gamblers showed significantly better performance speed and made fewer errors,
ultimately resulting in better cognitive control as compared to low educated participants.
Also, highly educated participants compared to low educated participants made significantly fewer errors on executive control condition than on basic cognitive ability condition
(evident from significant interaction between education and error conditions). Although,
the finding is consistent with the earlier literature (e.g., Gomez-Perez and Ostrosky-Solis
2006), yet, significant in many ways: (1) with more number of years of formal schooling,
the subjects may become more test oriented leading to better performance, (2) basic cognitive abilities required to complete the task are fundamental linguistic skills which are also
likely to be improved with education, and (3) with more education the individual learns
many ways to improve specific cognitive control abilities including inhibition, cognitive
switching, conflict monitoring etc. (e.g., Hackman et al. 2015).
It is important to note that age was not a significant covariate of both measures of
cognitive control in the current sample of South Asian late adolescents and early adults.
This adds to the existing knowledge on age related improvement in performance speed on
CWIT based on another South Asian sample of early till late adolescents (Fatima et al.
2016) that the concerned ability may continue maturing throughout adolescence but attains
its maturity during late adolescence and remains stable during early adulthood. In future,
longitudinal research is needed to delineate the age related trajectories in cognitive control
from early adolescence till adulthood among South Asians.

Differences in Criminogenic Cognitions Amongst Gamblers and Non‑gamblers
Using Age and Education as Covariates
Results from repeated measure ANOVA showed that gamblers scored significantly higher
on two domains of criminogenic cognitions including notion of entitlement and insensitivity to the impact of crime. Theoretical reviews and correlational studies from previous literature across a variety of cultural context have documented that crimes rates are relatively
higher among pathological samples of gamblers as compared to non-gamblers (e.g., Abbott
et al. 2005; Turner et al. 2009). The significant finding of insensitivity and desire for power
and privilege among gamblers is supported from the previous literature (e.g., Ciccarelli
et al. 2016; Blanca et al. 2017).
A notable finding was that education was a significant covariate of criminogenic cognitions with low educated participants scoring higher on criminogenic cognitions. This finding is in agreement with earlier studies (Mandracchia and Morgan 2012; Tangney et al.
2012). The current finding is consistent with theoretical frameworks of social cognitive
theory and moral disengagement theory postulated by Bandura, and highlights the importance of education as a socialization agency in moral development and cognitive regulation.
It is important to note that age significantly interacted with 5 domains of criminogenic
cognitions, with early adults scoring lower on failure to accept responsibility and negative
attitude towards authority subscales as compared to adolescents. The finding seems justified in that as the individual steps in the responsible composition of adulthood where he
needs and required to develop new relationship bonds with life partner, built his independent living setup, and take responsibility of his own and family needs, he becomes more
responsible and shows appreciation towards elders and authority figures by internalizing
their values and behaviors and by identifying with them.
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Association Between Cognitive Control and Criminogenic Cognitions
A second objective of the study was to assess the association of cognitive control with
criminogenic cognitive patterns. The results indicated that participants who made more
errors on cognitive control measure also scored higher on short term orientation, notion
of entitlement, negative attitude toward authority, and insensitivity to the impact of their
crime. Although literature on the neurocognitive correlates of criminogenic thinking is not
available, however, earlier literature on neurocognitive correlates of psychopathic, unemotional, and deviant behavior and personality traits do support this finding (e.g., Moffitt
1990; Raine 2002a, b). Furthermore, this finding extends the scope of Bandura’s theoretical frameworks of social cognitive theory and moral disengagement theory in that cognitive control serves as a self-regulatory moral cognitive mechanism that is learned through
socialization process and protects us from cognitive distortions and criminal thinking
patterns.
Unfortunately, despite the compelling evidence from previous literature, the researchers
could not assess the role of criminogenic cognitions in criminal behaviors because only
20% of the current sample reported that they had been involved in some criminal behavior. Several reasons may explain this response pattern: (1) the self-report bias and social
desirability effect, (2) asking a criminal behavior from community residing gamblers might
had been somewhat threatening, (3) community residing sample of regular snooker players might not had been involved in serious crimes or offences worth mentioning, or (4)
although many community residing individuals involve in unlawful acts such as breaking
the signal, using phone while driving, violating women rights in domestic setting, however,
common individuals do not consider these unlawful acts as crimes. The current study provides a potential avenue for future research to assess the direct and indirect associations
between cognitive control, criminogenic cognitions, and criminal behavior.

Limitations
The current study adds a significant contribution in the existing literature on neurocognitive correlates of gambling and criminogenic cognitions and advances the existing literature in several ways: it assesses cognitive control amongst non-clinical and non-incarcerated sample of community dwelling at risk gamblers; it uses a sample of adolescents and
early adults from an underrepresented South Asian region; it assesses criminogenic cognitions among at-risk gambler as opposed to pathological gamblers; and it assesses cognitive
control in relation to criminal thinking patterns instead of criminal behavior as opposed
to what most of the previous studies have done. However, the findings should be interpreted considering certain limitations. First, the current study uses self-report measures of
gambling and criminogenic cognitions, which brings up issues of reliability of self-report
assessment. Second, the cross section study design limits our ability to draw causal inferences about the assessed associations. Third, it is worth mentioning that only male adolescent and early adult gamblers were assessed, while females were not included in the study
considering the culturally bound stereotypical gender role expectations and observations;
females are not expected, allowed, and hence, observed to be involved in gambling or joining snooker clubs in Pakistan. Fourth, we used a relatively small sample in a specific social
context. Moreover, we studied only snooker players; as any game, it has certain specific
characteristics and is played by some specific people. We cannot be sure about the potential
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generalization of our results to players of other games. Furthermore, due to time restrictions, testing was limited and only one executive function test was administered. Finally,
it is important to emphasize that some of the measurement tools were developed in other
cultures and may not necessarily apply to Pakistani populations.

Implications
The current findings have significant implications for gambling control. This study highlights the importance of cognitive restructuring and improving the neurocognitive skill of
cognitive control to make thinking patterns of at risk adolescents and early adults more
flexible and better adapted. Additionally, having found that low educated participants
showed poor performance on cognitive control measures and scored higher on criminogenic cognition measures, treatment and intervention protocols should also incorporate
education as part of prevention and intervention strategies. The co-occurrence of low education and poor cognitive control increases the probability of gambling and criminogenic
cognition. It can be conjectured that increasing education will increase cognitive control
and decrease the probability of criminogenic cognition.
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